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LEPTONIC DECAYS OF B0d;s MESONS IN THE MSSMWITH LARGE tan � �Piotr H. Chankowski and �uja SªawianowskaInstitute of Theoretial Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived April 2, 2001)Using the e�etive Lagrangian approah we ompute the dominant fortan� � 1 supersymmetri ontributions to the leptoni deay rates of B0d;smesons. We point out that in this limit the CP violating asymmetriesmeasured in the deays B0d( �B0d) ! ���+ an be interesting probes of theomplex phases of the MSSM parameters and/or the Vtd element of theCKM matrix.PACS numbers: 11.30.Hv, 12.15.Ji, 12.15.Mm, 12.60.Jv1.The Minimal Supersymmetri Standard Model (MSSM) with large ra-tio v2=v1 � tan � of vauum expetation values of the two Higgs doubletsattrats reently a renewed attention. Apart from being theoretially inter-esting (large tan� is needed to unify all third generation Yukawa ouplingsat the GUT sale) and leading rather naturally to mass values of the Higgsboson h0 onsistent with the lower limit from LEP, the MSSM with largetan � an also easily reprodue the reently measured [1℄ value of the muonanomalous magneti moment whih is by 2.6� larger than the value pre-dited in the Standard Model (SM) [2℄.Truly spetaular e�ets of large tan� an, however, be expeted toshow up in B-physis where the preditions of the MSSM an di�er signi�-antly from those of the SM due to the enhanement of the b-quark Yukawaoupling onstant. Partiularly interesting in this ontext are suh �avourhanging neutral urrent (FCNC) proesses, like B0d;s ! l�l+, for whih theSM predits very low rates. In the MSSM, there are new possible ontribu-tions to the FCNC proesses whih for large tan � an dominate over the� Presented at the Craow Epiphany Conferene on b Physis and CP Violation,Craow, Poland, January 5�7, 2001. (1895)



1896 P.H. Chankowski, �. SªawianowskaSM ones. Firstly, the e�ets of the CKM mixing an be ampli�ed throughloops involving the harged Higgs boson H+ and, even more, harginos andsquarks. Seondly, the sfermion setor of the MSSM an in general be anew (independent of the CKM mixing matrix) soure of FCNC proesses: Ifsquark mass matries are not appropriately aligned with the orrespondingquark mass matries then the gluino ouplings beome �avour violating1leading to rather large rates of various FCNC proesses. The requirementthat the suessful preditions of the SM are not spoiled puts some on-straints on the MSSM parameter spae: If the CKM mixing matrix is theonly soure of FCNC proesses then existing experimental data impose someorrelations on masses and omposition of harginos and top squarks withthe mass of the harged Higgs boson [3,4℄. These orrelations, whih beomeweaker with growing spartile masses, depend in part on the element Vtd ofthe CKM matrix whih is not diretly measured [3, 4℄. Simultaneously, thesame data severely onstrain those �avour violating entries of the squark(and slepton) mass matries whih ause transitions between the �rst twogenerations; other entries are, however, onsiderably less onstrained [4, 5℄.In this note we report on the reent omplete one-loop alulation [6℄ ofthe B0d;s ! ���+ deay branhing fration in the MSSM. This alulationextends previous works [8,9℄ by analysing also the ase of �avour mixing in-dued by squark mass matries. We onentrate here on the most interestinglarge tan � regime of the MSSM in whih the B0d;s ! ���+ deay amplitudeis dominated by the neutral Higgs boson �penguin� diagrams [9℄ and deriveapproximate formulae whih are most useful for qualitative understandingof the dominant e�ets in the large tan� regime.Compared to the original publiation [6℄ we improve here the orrela-tion of the predited rates for B0d;s ! ���+ deay with BR(B ! Xs)by inorporating the latest re�nements (NLO orretions along with the re-summation of the terms enhaned for by tan� fators) in omputing thelatter quantity. Finally, following the reent suggestion [7℄, we omment onpossible e�ets of CP violation in the B0d;s ! ���+ deay.2.The B0d;s ! l�l+ deay amplitude has the following general form�iA(B0s;d ! l�l+) = �u(k1) �a5 + b� v(k2); (1)where u, v are the spinors of the outgoing leptons and the fators a and ban be expressed in terms of the Wilson oe�ients of the standard e�etive1 The same is true for the neutralino verties. Also the hargino ouplings are no longerproportional to the CKM matrix elements.



Leptoni Deays of B0d;s Mesons in the MSSM with Large tan� 1897Hamiltonian for the j�Bj = 1 proesses evaluated at some hadroni sale2�h � mb: a = fBI4 n2ml �CVLL � CVLR + CVRR � CVRL��M2BImb �CSLL �CSLR + CSRR � CSRL� o ;b = fBI4 M2BImb �CSLL + CSLR � CSRR � CSRL� ; (2)where CVXY and CSXY are the Wilson oe�ients of the (�dJ�PXdI)(�lB�PY lA)and ( �dJPXdI)(�lBPY lA) operators, respetively, and the onstants fBI forI=d; s, are the only soures of the theoretial unertainty.SM partiles ontribute only to CVLL (the W+W� box and Z0 penguin)and to CVLR (the Z0 penguin) yielding [10℄ (see also [11℄)a = fBIml GF�p2�s2W �tIY (xt) ; b = 0 ; (3)where �tI � V �tbVtI and Y (xt) � 0:997 (for �mt( �mt) = 166 GeV). This givesBR(B0s ! ���+) = 2:7 � 10�9� �(Bs)1:49 ps�� fBs200MeV�2� jVtsj0:040�2 ; (4)BR(B0d ! ���+) = 8:7 � 10�11� �(Bd)1:55 ps�� fBd175MeV�2� jVtdj0:008�2 : (5)The tan� enhaned ontribution of the harged salar H� present inthe Higgs setor of the MSSM enters through the W�H� box diagram andthrough the neutral Higgs boson penguin diagrams (all these ontributionappear in CSLR and CSLL (for �B = 1) or CSRL and CSRR (for �B = �1)Wilson oe�ients). In the limit tan� � 1 these e�ets have been or-retly omputed within the general Two Higgs Doublet Model of type II(2HDM(II)) in [12℄. The same result applies to the MSSM harged Higgsboson (the derivation is even simpler owing to the fat that in this modelfor MA > MZ only the heavier salar H0 and the pseudosalar A0 ouple tothe harged leptons, and MH �MA). One gets [12℄ÆHa = ÆHb = fBIml GF�p2�s2W �tI "Y (xt)� M2BIM2W tan2 � log(r)r � 1 # ; (6)2 In the ase of the vetor operators the QCD running of their Wilson oe�ients CVis trivial, i.e. CV(�h) = CV(MZ); for the salar operators the running is CS(�h) =[mb(�h)=mb(MZ)℄CS(MZ) so that the expliit fator 1=mb(�h) in Eq. (2) is anelled.



1898 P.H. Chankowski, �. Sªawianowskawhere r =M2H+=m2t . In the 2HDM(II) this result is now not partiularly in-teresting beause the reent omputation of BR(B ! Xs) [13℄ togetherwith the new CLEO experimental result for this proess [14℄ BR(B !Xs) =(2.85�0.35 stat�0.22 sys)�10�4 set the bound MH+ >� 470 GeV(valid for tan � >� 5) [13,15℄. Thus, in order to enhane the B0d;s ! ���+ am-plitude signi�antly one would need tan� � 50 whih does not look realisti.On the other hand, although in the MSSM the positive ontribution of H+to the b ! s deay amplitude an be ompensated by the ontribution ofspartiles � in whih ase the e�ets ofH+ ould still enhane B0d;s ! ���+by approximately one order of magnitude even for tan� � mt=mb [6,12℄ �the sfermion setor ontribution is then muh more important. As we show,in ontrast to the H+ ontribution whih grows as tan4 �, the hargino/stopand � in the ase of �avour violation introdued by squark mass matries� also the gluino/sbottom ontributions grow as tan6 �.3.In the ase of the so-alled minimal �avour violation (the CKM matrix asthe only soure of the FCNC proesses) the formulae desribing the super-symmetri ontribution to the B0d;s ! ���+ deay amplitude for tan � >� 30an be derived by onsidering the limit in whih all soft SUSY breaking pa-rameters, exept for the ones whih determine the Higgs potential, are muhlarger than the eletroweak sale. In this limit whih allows to work in thesymmetri phase of the theory (i.e. with vi = 0) and in whih sfermions stillhave de�nite hirality, we an onstrut the e�etive theory by integratingout spartiles (but not the Higgs �elds) [9, 16, 17℄. Threshold orretionsshown in Fig. 1 give then rise to the e�etive Yukawa interations of the
qI dJ~Hu ~HdU K QL

H�u
qI dJ~HuU K QL~Hd

Hd
Fig. 1. Diagrams giving rise to �0uYd and �0dYd, respetively, in the onstrutionof the e�etive theory.



Leptoni Deays of B0d;s Mesons in the MSSM with Large tan� 1899down-type quarks summarised byLe� = �"ij (Yd +�dYd)JI Hdi qIjd J � (�uYd)JI H�ui qIi d J + h:: ; (7)where I; J are the generation indies and we work in the language of two-omponent Weyl spinors. After diagonalizing the resulting fermion massmatries one gets from (7) the neutral Higgs boson interations of the form:Lint � 1p2 tan� dJ ��0uYd�JI dI (H0 + iA0) + h:: (8)(�0uYd denotes the orretion �uYd in the basis in whih the original Yukawaouplings are diagonal). Expliit evaluation of the �rst diagram in Fig. 1(�dYd does not ontribute to the �avour hanging neutral Higgs boson in-terations) gives��0uYd�JI = 116�2 �tI e22p2s3W m2tmdJM3W tan �A�t��C0(mC1 ;M~t1 ;M~t2) ; (9)where At is the top squark mixing parameter and C0 is the standard threepoint loop funtion3. In the ase of B0s deay (i.e. for J = 3, I = 2)Eqs. (8),(9) lead to:ÆCa = ÆCb = fBIml GF�p2�s2W �ts � M2B8M2W m2tM2A tan3 �A�t �mC1C0� : (10)The origin of the tan3 � fator is as follows: there are tan� fators both inEq. (8) and in Eq. (9) and the third one omes from ouplings of A0 and H0Higgs bosons to the harged lepton pair. It is also important that the e�etsof harginos are signi�ant only if the sale of the extended Higgs setor (setby MA) is lose to the eletroweak sale.Fig. 2 shows preditions of the MSSM for BR(B0s ! �+��) for di�er-ent parameters of the model. Sharp dependene on the stop mixing angle�t / �At is learly seen. The results are not very sensitive to the harginoomposition (the ratio M2=�); it is the mass of the lighter hargino whihis important. It is also remarkable that the hargino/stop ontribution de-sribed by Eqs. (9),(10) does not vanish when all spartile mass parametersare saled uniformly: M~ti ! �M~ti , mCi ! �mCi , �! ��, At ! �At.3 In this approah harginos are pure eletroweak eigenstates: higgsino with massmC1 = j�j and wino with mass mC2 = jM2j; it is the higgsino that ontributes to�0uYd. Full diagrammati alulation shows then that the replaement j�j ! mC1extends the domain of appliability of the approximate formula (10); the fator �keeps then trak of the phase of the �� parameter.
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Fig. 2. BR(B0s ! ���+) as a funtion of the stop mixing angle �t for tan� =50, the lighter hargino mass 100 GeV, M2 = 10� and two di�erent values ofMA. Solid, dashed and dotted lines orrespond to (M~t2 ;M~t1) equal to (240, 500),(400, 700) and (300, 850) GeV, respetively.To hek the orrelation of the predition for BR(B0s;d ! ���+) withthe results for BR(B ! Xs) we have performed two di�erent sans over theMSSM parameter spae orresponding to two di�erent senarios for whihthere exist formulae allowing to ompute BR(B ! Xs) in the large tan�regime. In Figs. 3(a)�(d) we have taken the following parameter ranges:500 < mC1 < 1200 GeV, 0:5 < jM2=�j < 5, 0:6 < M~t2=mC1 < 3, 1 <M~t1=M~t2 < 3 and �40Æ < �t < 40Æ whereas in Figs. 3(e) and (f) we haveused 100 < mC1 < 200 GeV, 2 < jM2=�j < 6, m~g = 3:5M2, 100 < M~t2 <220 GeV, 0:7 < M~t1=m~g < 3 and �15Æ < �t < 15Æ. We have also rejetedall points for whih ��squarks > 6� 10�4. For omputing BR(B ! Xs) weused the routine based on the reent alulation [13℄ and inorporated theharged Higgs and supersymmetri ontributions following the presriptionsof Ref. [20℄ appropriate for large tan� and all spartiles heavy and of Refs.[20,22℄ appropriate for the ase of light one (mostly right-handed) stop andone hargino (mostly higgsino). The results of the sans, shown in Fig. 3demonstrate that the the CLEO result for BR(B ! Xs) does not eliminatethe points orresponding to the largest values of BR(B0s;d ! ���+) althoughertain orrelation of the MSSM preditions for these two proesses an beseen in the plots. The BR(B0s;d ! ���+) in the ase of one light stop aregenerially smaller than in the ase of all spartiles heavy beause of thepresene of one large mass in the C0 funtion in Eq. (10).
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Fig. 3. BR(B ! Xs) versus BR(B0s;d ! ���+) for tan� = 50, MA = 200 GeV inpanels (a), (b) and (e), (f), and tan� = 50, MA = 400 GeV in panel () and (d).Panels (a)�(d) orrespond to the ase of heavy spartiles >� O(500 GeV). Panels(e)�(f) orrespond to the ase of light stop and hargino. Limits from CLEOon BR(B ! Xs) and on BR(B0d ! ���+) are also shown by solid lines. Inpanel (a) points orresponding to BR(B0d ! ���+) exeeding this limit have beeneliminated.



1902 P.H. Chankowski, �. SªawianowskaThe preditions for BR(B0d ! �+��) are obtained from Eq. (10) with �tsreplaed by �td. In priniple, as mentioned in Setion 1, the CKM elementVtd is not diretly measured, and for eah set of the MSSM parameters itshould be onsistently determined by �tting the MSSM preditions to theexperimental results for the B0d � �B0d mass di�erene and the "K parameter[3,4℄. We have done this (in Fig. 3(e) and (f)) by applying the approximatepresription of Refs. [21℄ (whih takes into aount only the ontributionof stops and hargino through the standard (V � A) � (V � A) e�etiveoperator). It should be lear however, that for heavy spartiles the e�etsof hargino/stop loops in B0d � �B0d mixing and in "K are negligible and jVtdjassumes its SM value. 4.E�ets of the �avour violation in the squark mass matries an be om-puted in the same e�etive Lagrangian approah as desribed in the previoussetion. It is onvenient to work in the so-alled mass insertion [5℄ approx-imation in whih the o�-diagonal entries of the squark mass matries aretreated as additional (bilinear) interations of squarks. One then �nds ad-ditional ontributions to the quantity �0uYd arising from (dominant beauseof the strong oupling onstant) diagrams shown in Fig. 4:��0uYd�JI = 116�2 83g2s ep2sW tan���m~gD0(MD;MD;MD;m~g)� �mdJMW �M2D�JILL + �M2D�JIRR mdIMW � ; (11)where gs is the strong oupling onstant, m~g is the gluino mass, �M2D�JILL and�M2D�JIRR are the o�-diagonal entries of the left�left and right�right bloksof the down-type squark mass squared matrix. In the four point funtion D0we have taken for simpliity a ommon value MD for all down-type squarks.In the ase of B0 deays (i.e. J = 3, I = s; d) Eq. (11) leads to:ÆGa = fBIml GF�p2�s2W M2BM2A 23g2s s2We2 tan �3m�~gD0� h�� �M2D�3ILL + � �M2D�3IRRi (12)and ÆGb is obtained by hanging + to � in the square braket.It is important that the ontribution of gluinos depends only on the LLand RR mass insertions (ÆDLL(RR))I3 � M�2D �M2D�I3LL(RR) whih unlike theinsertions (ÆDLR) are not so severely onstrained [4, 5℄:j(ÆDLL(RR))31j < 0:2 � (MD=1 TeV); j(ÆDLL(RR))32j < 30� (MD=1 TeV)2:
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qI dJ~g ~gQI QJ DJ

H�u
qI dJ~g ~gQI DJ+DIH�u

Fig. 4. Additional ontributions to �0uYd. Crosses on squark lines denote bilinear�avour hanging mass insertions.As is lear from Eq. (12), the e�ets of nonzero mass insertions, similarlyto those of harginos, are proportional to tan3 �=M2A and do not vanish if allsupersymmetri mass parameters are saled uniformly (provided the valueof the insertion is kept �xed). It is also important that beause the 31and 32 insertions are a priori unrelated, the rates of leptoni deays ofB0d and B0s indued by �avour violation in squark mass matries are notorrelated and an even be omparable. We have heked [6℄ that respetingall existing bounds BR(B0s ! ���+) indued by gluino exhange an beas large as 10�5 � 10�4, whereas BR(B0d ! ���+) an easily exeed theCLEO bound [18℄ (in whih ase CLEO eliminates these points of the MSSMparameter spae). 5.Finally, we omment on possible e�ets of CP violation in the B0 ! l�l+deay. We follow the formalism developed in Ref. [7℄. Sine the deayamplitude does not involve any strong phases, there an be no diret CPviolation. It an however be seen in the interferene of mixing and deaysprovided one is able to measure separately the deay rates into two possibleheliity �nal states jl�L l+L i and jl�R l+Ri whih are mutually CP onjugate.Using the standard formalism [23℄ and de�ning the �physial� jB0ph(t)i andj �B0ph(t)i states asjB0ph(t)i = g+(t)jB0i+�qp� g�(t)j �B0i ;j �B0ph(t)i = g+(t)j �B0i+�pq� g�(t)jB0i ; (13)



1904 P.H. Chankowski, �. Sªawianowskawhere q and p have the standard meaning and4g+(t) = e�iMBte��2 t os ��MB t2� ;g�(t) = e�iMBte��2 t i sin��MB t2� (14)one easily omputes various CP asymmetries. For simpliity we onsiderhere only the time integrated asymmetries A1A1 = R10 dt� (B0ph(t)! l�L l+L )� R10 dt� ( �B0ph(t)! l�R l+R)R10 dt� (B0ph(t)! l�L l+L ) + R10 dt� ( �B0ph(t)! l�R l+R) ; (15)and A2 obtained by interhanging LL and RR in Eq. (15). One �nds:A1 = 12x2 �j�Lj2 � j�Rj�2�� xIm ��L � ��1R �2 + x2 + 12x2 (j�Lj2 + j�Rj�2)� xIm ��L + ��1R � (16)(A2 is obtained by the interhange �L $ �R) where x � �MB=� and�L � qp �ALAL ; �R � qp �ARAR : (17)The amplitudes AL(R) � hl�L(R)l+L(R)jB0i, �AL(R) � hl�L(R)l+L(R)j �B0i are givenin terms of the oe�ients a and b de�ned in Eq. (1) asAL = a+ bs1� 4m2lM2B ; AR = a� bs1� 4m2lM2B ;�AL = �a+�bs1� 4m2lM2B ; �AR = �a� �bs1� 4m2lM2B : (18)Beause there is no diret CP violation the following relations hold:�a = a�; �b = �b�: (19)These relations imply jAL(R)j = jAR(L)j whih we have used in arriving atEq. (16). Also, it follows that �ARAR = �AL�AL�� (20)4 For simpliity we set here �� = 0.



Leptoni Deays of B0d;s Mesons in the MSSM with Large tan� 1905so if jq=pj = 1 the formulae for the asymmetries A1 and A2 simplify toA1 = �2xIm�L2 + x2 + x2j�Lj2 ; A2 = �2xIm�R2 + x2 + x2j�Rj2 : (21)The maximal possible value of the asymmetry is Amax1;2 = (2+x2)�1=2. Thus,for B0s mesons A1;2 < 5% and we will, therefore, onentrate on B0d mesonsfor whih the maximum of A1;2 is � 63%.In the SM the asymmetries A1;2 are very small beause to a very goodauray q=p � �tI=��tI and �AL(R)=AL(R) / ��tI=�tI so that Im�L(R) � 0.Any observed asymmetry would be, therefore, a lean signal for physisbeyond the SM. If in the MSSM the CKM matrix is the only soure of both,FCNC and CP violation, then the same argument as for the SM applies andthe asymmetry is very small. There are, however, other possibilities. Sinefor a measurement of the asymmetry a deent statis is needed, we onsiderhere only the situations desribed in the two preeding setions in whih theMSSM predits BR(B0d ! l�l+) muh larger than does the SM.Suppose �rst that there is no �avour violation in the squark mass ma-tries but the produt At� has a CP violating phase '. We further assumefor simpliity that spartiles are heavy enough so that their ontribution tothe B0d � �B0d mixing is very small so that q=p � ��tI=�tI just as in the SM.(For suh heavy spartiles the onstraints on CP violating phases from theeletron and neutron eletri dipole moments are not very restritive [24℄.)Using Eqs. (10),(19),(18),(17) one �nds�L = e2i' 1�r1� 4m2lM2B1 +r1� 4m2lM2B ; �R = e2i' 1 +r1� 4m2lM2B1�r1� 4m2lM2B ; (22)i.e. in this limiting situation the asymmetry is independent of the MSSMparameters exept for the phase ' of the produt At�. It is lear that for���+ �nal state both asymmetries are small beause �L(�R) is too small(too large). For the ���+ �nal state, however, we �nd5A1 � �0:09� sin(2') ; A2 � �0:37 � sin(2') : (23)Another interesting situation arises in the ase in whih the deay am-plitude is entirely dominated by the �avour o� diagonal mass insertions (asin Se. 4). Consider e.g. the e�ets of nonzero �M2D�31LL insertion. The5 BR(B0d ! ���+) is obtained from BR(B0d ! ���+) by multiplying the latter bym2�=m2� = 286.



1906 P.H. Chankowski, �. Sªawianowskaasymmetry is then given by Eq. (23) with ' replaed by the 'td+'0, where'td = arg(��td) and '0 is the phase of �� �M2D�31�LL . It is interesting to notethat in general the asymmetries an be nonzero even if all supersymmetrimass parameters are real (inluding the o� diagonal mass insertions). Theasymmetries are then diretly determined by the phase of the CKM matrixelement Vtd. 6.Large enhanement of the SM predition for rates of the leptoni deaysof B0 mesons an our for tan� � 1 provided the MSSM Higgs bosonsare not too heavy (the new ontributions behave as 1=M2A, where MA isthe mass of the CP -odd neutral Higgs boson whih sets the sale of theHiggs setor). The ontribution of the extended Higgs setor (/ tan4 �) isless important ompared to the e�ets of the hargino setor whih growas tan6 �. For tan� � mt=mb and substantial mixing of the top squarksthese an give BR(B0s(d) ! ���+) up to 5 � 10�5(10�6) respeting otherphenomenologial onstraints inluding the measurement of BR(B ! Xs).Large e�ets, growing as tan6 � and exhibiting strong dependene on the �parameter, an be also indued by the o� diagonal elements of the down-type squark mass matrix. BR(B0s(d) ! ���+) is sensitive to the 23 (13) o�-diagonal entries of the LL and RR bloks of these matries, whih are not sostrongly onstrained. For tan � � mt=mb and MA <� 200 GeV these e�etsan easily give BR(B0s ! ���+) larger than 10�4 and BR(B0d ! ���+)exeeding the present CLEO limit [18℄ whih, therefore, already now putsonstraints on the MSSM parameter spae.In the ase in whih the hargino and/or gluino ontribution dominateover the SM (and Higgs setor) one, the CP violating asymmetries measuredin the deays B0d( �B0) ! ���+ an be interesting probes of the omplexphases of the MSSM parameters and/or the Vtd element of the CKM matrix.Finally it is important to stress that, all these e�ets do not neessarilyderease as spartiles beome heavy. They are, however, sensitive to themass sale of the extended Higgs setor. Thus, large deviation from theSM predition observed in these deays, or nonzero CP asymmetry seen inB0d ! ���+ deays apart from being a signal of supersymmetry, would haveimportant impliations on the Higgs searh at the LHC.P.H.Ch. would like to thank P. Gambino and M. Misiak for useful dis-ussion onerning the new alulation of BR(B ! Xs). His work waspartly supported by the Polish State Committee for Sienti� Researh grant2 P03B 060 18 for 2000�2001.
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